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Executive Summary
This proposal will outline two potential solutions for a mobile response unit for use with the
Vermont Internet Crimes Against Children Taskforce. Each solution has been specified to
accommodate acquisition of evidence to include imaging and storage as well as previewing abilities.
Since at this time the vehicle type has not been specified, solution one lists the specifications for a box
truck type vehicle, and solution two a sport utility type vehicle. Each solution has been created in
accordance with a budget of $20,000.00.
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Solution 1: Box Truck
Box truck type vehicles offer a great solution for a mobile response unit such as one for this
application. This solution is based on a 10’ to 14’ ft box truck. A box truck would offer a large amount of
space and would allow for standing room in the rear work area. Although this vehicle offers such pros as
space, it is a more costly solution because of the need for additional heating and cooling systems in the
rear of the vehicle. Included in this solution is a reference of a similar box truck as the one specified in
this solution.

As represented, this solution would include a work table equipped with either desktops or laptops,
along with monitors, a white board, and seating. The interior would also be outfitted with flooring,
walls, and lighting. This box truck would also be equipped with a gas powered generator to run all the
equipment allowing for the engine of the vehicle to be shut off as well as a heating and cooling unit
mounted on the roof of the vehicle.
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Box Truck Mobile Response Unit
Item
Gasoline quite generator
Rubber Flooring
Plywood Walls
Air Conditioner
Slim Profile Heater
Worktables
Chairs (2 @ 59.99)
ASUS 24" LED monitor
2 Port KVM Switch
Laptops (2 @ 700.00)
Digital Intelligence Standalone Forensic Duplicator
External Storage
Compartment Lighting (4 @ 16.00)
Vehicle
Miscelanious cables and workspace
Total

Price
3499
100
100
671.98
819.99
500
120
209.99
60
1200
1300
200
64
30000
150
38994.96

This estimate reflects a 7,500 watt gasoline quiet run generator that would supply power for the heating
and cooling units as well as the computers and other peripherals. The vehicle price for this proposal
reflects a vehicle such as a Chevy Express 2500 Van. Prices are subject to change pending on where
items are purchased as well as what requirements are needed for the laptops.
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Solution 2: Sport Utility Vehicle/Cargo Van
Sport Utility Vehicles such as the Chevy Tahoe or Suburban or cargo vans made by GMC offer a
great cost effective alternative to a box truck. Although there is not as much room as in a box truck
these vehicles offer a large rear compartment and back seat area that can be fitted with laptops,
monitors, and other equipment. Air conditioning and heating would be supplied by the host vehicle
allowing for a smaller generator to be placed in the vehicle since the demand from an external HVAC
system is not needed. Below are reference photos of a vehicle that would fulfill the need required by the
Vermont ICAC.
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The above image shows the inside of a Chevy Tahoe. The second row seats were reversed to orient
backwards and a workstation was fitted in the cargo area. A workstation such as this would allow for
evidence to be imaged as well as for previewing.
SUV Mobile Response Unit
Item

Price

1000 Watt Power DC/AC converter
Plywood
Worktables
ASUS 24" LED monitor
2 Port KVM Switch
Laptops (2 @ 700.00)
Digital Intelligence Standalone Forensic Duplicator
External Storage
Compartment Lighting (2 @ 16.00)
Miscelanious cables and workspace
Total without Vehicle
GMC Savanna 3500 Van
Total with Savanna 3500 Van

120.99
100
400
209.99
60
1200
1300
200
64
150
3804.98
18400
22204.98

GMC Envoy
Total with GMC Envoy

18800
22604.98

The low cost of the SUV or cargo van solution would allow for additional features to be added to further
accommodate the need for exactly what the Vermont ICAC would want to use this vehicle for.

The following vehicles were suggested:
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These are the recommended vehicles that were planned for in the budget for solution 2.
2008 GMC Savanna 3500 (used)
$18,400.00
38,100 miles
Vehicle Link
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp?tracktype=usedcc&csDlId=&csDgId=&listingId=69513146&lis
tingRecNum=104&criteria=sf1Dir%3DDESC%26mkId%3D20061%26stkTyp%3DU%26rd%3D100%26crSrtF
lds%3DstkTypId-feedSegId-mkId%26zc%3D05402%26rn%3D100%26PMmt%3D1-00%26stkTypId%3D28881%26sf2Dir%3DASC%26sf1Nm%3Dprice%26sf2Nm%3Dmiles%26isDealerGroupin
g%3Dfalse%26rpp%3D50%26feedSegId%3D28705&aff=national
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2011 GMC Savanna 2500 (new)
$26,100
15 Miles
Vehicle Link
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp?tab=summary&recnum=&actLog=&listingId=72418271&paId
=412263980&listingRecNum=13&criteria=sf1Dir%3dDESC%26alMdId%3d27201%26mkId%3d20061%26s
tkTyp%3dN%26mdId%3d26509%26mdId%3d26505%26mdId%3d21907%26rd%3d75%26crSrtFlds%3dstk
TypId-feedSegId-mkId-mdId%26zc%3d05402%26rn%3d0%26PMmt%3d1-30%26stkTypId%3d28880%26sf2Dir%3dASC%26sf1Nm%3dprice%26sf2Nm%3dlocation%26isDealerGroup
ing%3dfalse%26rpp%3d50%26feedSegId%3d28705&tracktype=newcc&pageNumber=&numResultsPerP
age=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder=descending&sortfield=PRICE&certifiedOnly=false&&aff
=national

Shearer Chevrolet Quote
Chevy Express 2500
$25,800.00 plus $350.00 outfitting rear compartment
Outfitting can be done locally through vendors that Shearer Chevrolet works with. An example of which
can be seen below. GM offers a $1300 credit on unfitting as long as your spend more than $1300.
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Recommendation
Solution one and two, both offer very different solutions for a mobile response vehicle.
Although Solution one offers more space, a lot of money has to be spent on heating, cooling and
supplying power to the vehicle taking away money that can be spent on better equipment. It is my
recommendation that solution two with the new Chevy express vehicle be used due to the adequate
amount of space that is present to perform imaging and previewing of computers as well as the
additional storage in the trunk/ rear of the vehicle. Solution two is also the most cost effective to
achieve the needs of this mobile response vehicle.

Please contact me with any questions that you may have in regards to this proposal.
Timothy Fernalld
(315)404-0728
Timothy.fernalld@mymail.champlain.edu

